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Cross-Out


	wpreg: G-XXXX
	total hours: 
	namelist: [  ]
	Button5ADSB: 
	date: 15/09/2022
	UK66: UK.66. 
	Button3ADSB: 
	Dropdown3: 
	0a: 
	0: [CBL]
	1: [CBL]
	2: [CBL]
	3: [CBL]
	4: [CBL]
	5: [CBL]
	6: [CBL]
	7: [ ]
	8: [LBL]
	9: [LBL]
	10: [KUB]
	11: [SCH]
	12: [ ]
	13: [ ]
	14: [ ]
	15: [CBL]
	16: [CBL]
	17: [CBL]
	18: [CBL]
	19: [CBL]
	20: [CBL]
	21: [CBL]
	22: [CBL]
	23: [CBL]
	24: [CBL]
	25: [CBL]
	26: [CBL]
	27: [CBL]
	28: [CBL]

	12: 
	1: [UM]
	0: [UM]
	2: [ ]

	0: [ ]
	1: [LBL]
	2: [LBL]
	3: [LBL]
	4: [LBL]
	5: [LBL]
	6: [LBL]
	7: [LBL]
	8: [ ]
	9: [ ]
	10: [UM]
	11: [UM]

	Text7: 
	0a: 
	0: AD 001-07-96
	1: AD 003-05-2000
	2: AD G-2008-0002
	3: AD 2018-0107
	4: AD G-2021-0012
	5: AD-G 2021-0010
	6: AD-G-2022-0010
	7: 
	8: AD 2008-0001
	9: AD 2012-0142
	10: AD 2016-0151
	11: AD 2019-0245
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 
	15: SB 14-0
	16: SB 15-0
	17: SB 16-0
	18: SB 19-0
	19: SB 20-1
	20: SB 22-0
	21: SB 23-3
	22: SB 24-1
	23: SB 26-2
	24: SB 27-1
	25: SB 29-0
	26: SB 30-1
	27: SB 31-2
	28: SB 34-1
	29: 

	12: 
	0: UM1/17
	1: UM2/17
	2: 

	1a: 
	30: LSB 01 (06/94)

	2: LSB 02 (03/96)
	3: LSB 03 (05/96)
	4: LSB 04 (03/98)
	5: LSB 06 (08/99)
	6: LSB 09 (03/05)
	7: LSB 10 (08-06)
	8: 
	9: 
	10: UM1/13
	11: UM1/15
	13: BBAC-CAO-020  (IR17)     Issue 7      15 Sept 2022                                                                   UK.CAO.0049
	13a: BBAC-CAO-020  (IR17)     Issue 7    15 Sept 2022                                                                   UK.CAO.0049

	Text8: 
	0a: 
	0: (CBL SB02-1C) T&C turning vents SN up to 3550
	1: (CBL SB10A)Mistral burners valve stems up to SN101
	2: (CBL SB17) Hopper Muller cylinder valve 12/05-08/06
	3: (CBL SB25-4) Batch Withdrawal titanium cylinders
	4: (CBL SB28-3) Stratus Burner with brackets A/B/C
	5: (CBL SB32)CB437 flanged qso adaptors after 180119
	6: (SB33-1) Alugas Cylinders Temp. withdrl from service
	7: 
	8: (LSB7/8/11) Replace Flexquip burner hoses
	9: (LSB12) LBL supplied REGOs on certain burner SN
	10: (BB/50) Egeflex burner hoses to be replaced
	11: Schroder FB6 and FB7 burners to be modified
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 
	15: Colt Cylinders boss cracking
	16: Triple/quad burner frame weld cracking
	17: Muller cylinder valve 12/05-08/06
	18: Stratus adjust height burner (dowel pins) yr1991-1994
	19: Rego Hose connectors brass back nut
	20: Burner pressure gauge brass fittings pre-1999
	21: LBL burner valve inspection without mod C650
	22: Sirocco double burner mounting bracket failure
	23: Titanium T30 cylinders: X ray recommended
	24: 10 year hose life 
	25: Consolidation of LBL and Sky Type Certificates
	26: Special Shape Maintenance Manual supplement intro
	27: Wear of exposed kevlar control cords
	28: Update of Flight Manual to Issue 10 amend 18

	0: 
	1: Superchute Sn 010-116
	2: Cloudhopper bearing Sn 061-363
	3: Superchute rigging arming pin
	4: Jetstream BurnerMulti gimbal block Sn 019-447
	5: Jetstream Burner valve washers Sn 425-571
	6: Jetstream Burner pressure gauge 0-ring 848 -961
	7: Q vent Sn 1025 & 1027
	8: 
	9: 
	10: BMK050  MK21 triple/quad- inspect centre tube 
	11: pre 2013 Cyl ID plate rivets: change to stainless
	12: 
	0: Vinke Hoses from 03/2014 to 04/2016 inspect/replace
	2: 
	1: Tekno external cylinders FM update


	Dropdown2: 
	0a: 
	0: [Mandatory]
	1: [Mandatory]
	2: [Mandatory]
	3: [Mandatory]
	4: [Mandatory]
	5: [Mandatory]
	6: [Mandatory]
	7: [ ]
	8: [Mandatory]
	9: [Mandatory]
	10: [Mandatory]
	11: [Mandatory]
	12: [ ]
	13: [ ]
	14: [ ]
	15: [Highly Rec]
	16: [Highly Rec]
	17: [Highly Rec]
	18: [Highly Rec]
	19: [Required]
	20: [Highly Rec]
	21: [Highly Rec]
	22: [Recommended]
	23: [Highly Rec]
	24: [Highly Rec]
	25: [Recommended]
	26: [Advisory]
	27: [Recommended]
	28: [Recommended]

	0: [ ]
	1: [Recommended]
	2: [Recommended]
	3: [Optional]
	4: [Recommended]
	5: [Recommended]
	6: [Recommended]
	7: [Highly Rec]
	8: [ ]
	9: [ ]
	10: [Mandatory]
	11: [Recommended]
	12: 
	0: [Mandatory]
	1: [Mandatory]
	2: [ ]


	Dropdown1: 
	0: [ not T&C in serial no. range]
	1: [ no Mistral burner fitted]
	2: [ not a hopper]
	3: [ no affected T30 cyls fitted]
	4: [ no Stratus burner fitted]
	5: [ no flanged adaptors fitted ]
	6: [ no Alugas cylinders fitted]
	7: [ ]
	8: [ no Flexquip hoses fitted]
	9: [ no affected burner fitted]
	10: [ no Egleflex hoses fitted]
	11: [ affected burner not fitted]
	12: [ ]
	13: [ ]
	14: [ ]
	15: [ no Colt cylinder fitted]
	16: [ no such frame fitted]
	17: [ no Mullers / of date range ?]
	18: [ no such burner fitted]
	19: [ not brass - CONFIRM !!!]
	20: [ no such burner fitted ]
	21: [ no such burner fitted ]
	22: [ no such burner fitted ]
	23: [ no T30 cylinders fitted]
	24: [ clear answer needed !]
	25: [ not LBL/ Sky balloon]
	26: [ not special shape]
	27: [ no expo. kevlar cords fitted]
	28: [ COMPLY or SDMP or N/A]
	29: [ ]
	30: [ not LBL in SN range]
	31: [ not LBL in SN range]
	32: [ no superchute fitted]
	33: [ no Jetstream in SN range]
	34: [ no Jetstream in SN range]
	35: [ no Jetstream in SN range]
	36: [ not LBL SN 1025 or 1027]
	37: [ ]
	38: [ ]
	39: [no affected burner fitted]
	40: [no UM cylinders from pre 2013]
	41: 
	0: [no Vinke hoses in date range]
	2: [ ]
	1: [not Tekno basket]


	BLANK_ICON: 
	ADSBnotes: NOTES.  This sheet only applies to CBL and its subsidaries, LTech and UM.  (it does not include Kubicek)ADs for other manufacturers are listed where they affect CBL, LT and UM.  Always check the latest official sources
	ADSBpageissue: Issue 7      15-09-2022


